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Half a Dozen Suggestions
BRIGHT SILVER. – A lump of gum camphor / placed in your closet near 

silver, will keep it / from tarnishing. / CARBOLIC ACID – In the water 
in which you / bathe your feet will sure them of excessive / perspiration. 
Ammonia is also good. / APPLE GINGERBREAD. – Try slices of apple 

/ in soft gingercake. Sweet apples that are quite / ripe are the best, but 
tart ones will not be found / unpalatable. / FLIES. – Branches of the elder 
bush hung / about a room where flies are troublesome will / quickly clear 
it, as the odor of this shrub seems / intolerable to these insects. / STAINS 

AND SPOTS. – Grass stains may be re- / moved by rubbing butter on 
them, and laying / the article in the hot sunshine. When table / linen 

becomes stained with any kind of fruit, / sprinkle thickly with powdered 
starch, and it / will cause the stains to disappear. This should / be applied 
immediately. – Mix together four tablespoons of alcohol and one of salt; 
shake / them together until the salt is all dissolved. / Rub with a sponge 

grease spots upon cloth, and / you will find it will be a good eradicator. / 
AUNT ADDIE.

Champaign Cider. – I have been looking / through the back numbers of 
the COUNTRY GEN- / TLEMEN for a receipt for making champaign 
/ cider, but fail to find one. If you have such a / receipt, will you be 
kind enough to give it to / your readers? J.F.L. Xenia, O. [Our cor- / 
respondent did not go back far enough. The / following appeared in vol. 
35, p 711: “Take / one barrel of pure cider made from sound apples, / no 
decayed ones; mix it with forty pounds of / light brown sugar, dissolving 
it with some of / the cider in a tub while it is perfectly free from / 
fermentation; place the barrel in a cool cellar / and let it work thoroughly 
from the bunghole, / filling it up as it evaporates, with some that / has 
been saved out for that purpose; when it / has worked a week or so, bung 
it up securely ‘ / draw it off in March, and put it in a clean cask, / stopped 
tightly. It can be bottled in May or / June, and it is well to coat the corks 
with / melted tallow and rosin, using one ounce of the / former to one-
quarter of a pound of the latter.”]


